The distance determination of small Bok globules is often difficult because of its small size and opaqueness. In this work, we determine the distances to six small Bok globules CB 17, CB 24, CB 188, CB 224, CB 230 and CB 240 using near infra red photometry (2MASS JHK S colors). The distances to these clouds are estimated to be 478 ± 88, 293 ± 54, 262 ± 49, 378 ± 70, 293 ± 54 and 429 ± 79 parsec respectively.
A number of techniques adopted by various investigators in past to estimate the distances to clouds which are either associated with large globules or are relatively isolated (Greenstein & Shapley 1937; Racine 1968; Bok & Cordwell McCarthy 1974; Snell 1981; Reipurth & Gee 1986; Kun & Prusti 1993; Corradi et al. 1997; Franco 2002; Maheswar et al. 2004 ; Alves & Franco 2007; Loinard et al. 2007; Maheswar et al. 2010; Eswaraiah et al. 2013; Dzib et al. 2010; Barman & Das 2015) . Using Near Infrared (NIR) photometric method, Maheswar et al. (2010) determined the distances to four molecular clouds L1517, Chamaeleon I, Lupus 3 and NGC 7023 which are found to be in good agreement with the most accurate distances available for them in literature. Later, Maheswar et al. (2011) and Eswaraiah et al. (2013) used the same technique to determine the distances to couple of clouds. Recently, Barman & Das (2015) adopted Maheswar's technique to estimate the distance to the small Bok globule CB 4 which is given by 459 ± 85 parsec (pc). This method finds the nearest cloud layer along the line of sight.
In the present work, the distances to some small isolated CB clouds have been determined using the technique developed by Maheswar et al. (2010) .
DISTANCE DETERMINATION OF DARK CLOUDS
Bok globules are small, opaque, isolated simply structured molecular clouds that often contain only one or two star forming cores. Several catalogues of dark clouds and globules were published during the last couple of decades (Sandquist & Lindroos 1976; Feitzinger & Stuewe 1984; Hartley et al. 1986; Clemens & Barvainis 1988; Persi et al. 1990 ). Among them catalogue published by Clemens & Barvainis (1988) (CB catalogue) is most homogeneous and complete collection of northern globules. The distances to the CB clouds are often difficult to determine because they are small and too opaque to apply star counts or photometric methods as distance estimators. It is noticed that the absence of foreground stars towards many globules with angular diameters of 2 ′ − 8 ′ suggests that these globules can not be further away then about 500 pc (Bok & Cordwell McCarthy 1974) . The globules which are located much further away can not be distinguished on optical images against the stellar background and so most of the Bok globules are assumed to be situated within 1 kpc around the Sun in the local spiral arm . Generally, the distance of the Distance estimation of Bok globules 3 globules are estimated with a method which associates the globules with larger molecular cloud complexes. The derived distances range from 140 pc to 1.5 kpc ).
In the present work, we determine the distances to Bok globules using the NIR photometric method developed by Maheswar et al. (2010) . This technique is one of the powerful technique which uses vast JHK s photometric data from 2MASS catalogue and can give distances to globules ∼ 500 parsec with a precision of ∼ 18%. The detailed description of the method and its validity are discussed in Maheswar et al. (2010) . We selected the CB clouds from the catalogue prepared by Clemens & Barvainis (1988) keeping in mind that the distance of the clouds is ∼ 500 pc and their distance is already known. We compiled the distances of CB clouds from several sources Launhardt et al. 2010 (Cutri et al. 2003) which satisfies the following criteria:
(ii) a photometric quality flag of "AAA" in all three filters which corresponds to signalto-noise ratio (SNR) > 10, and (iii) (J − K s ) 0.75 to eliminate M-type stars from the analysis.
In our work, we considered 10 ′ × 10 ′ field-of-view (FOV) for individual cloud to search for J, H and K s magnitudes from 2MASS catalogue. The selected field stars in the cloud must satisfy the above conditions and are presented in Table- 1. It can be seen from Table-1 that the clouds CB 130 and CB 244 contain only 2 and 3 stars respectively, so we discarded them from our analysis.
In Maheswar's technique, some of the stars classified as main sequence could actually be giants which may lead to false distance to cloud. This problem could be solved if one divides the cloud into four small sub-fields (each field of 5 ′ × 5 ′ in area is taken), because the rise in the extinction due to the presence of a cloud should occur almost at the same distance in all four fields. In Fig. 1 , the field of a cloud with area 10 ′ × 10 ′ has been divided into the four fields each with FOV 5
In this technique, a set of dereddened colours for each star is produced from their observed colours by using the trial values of A V in the range 0 − 10 mag and the reddening law of The photometric distances of the stars are then estimated using the equation:
where K S , M K S and A K S (= 0.112 × A V ) are apparent magnitude, absolute magnitude and extinction, respectively.
The uncertainty in A V is given by
where σ
and cov(JH, HK S ) = r s ×σ JH σ HK S . The Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (r s ) is calculated from uncertainties in (J −H) and (H−K S ) colors which shows a strong correlation between them.
Also, the uncertainty in distance is estimated using the expression,
where σ K S is the uncertainty in K S band, σ M K S is the uncertainty in the estimation of the absolute magnitude and σ A K S is the uncertainty in the A K S estimated by the method. The uncertainty in the σ M K S is assumed to be 0.4 while calculating σ d in the distances for all the stars.
The distance versus extinction plot will be generated for selected clouds. The first star which shows sudden rise in extinction in the plot will be considered as the distance to the cloud. We also assume that the extinction of distance indicator star should be more than 0.5.
We discarded four clouds CB 26, CB 68, CB 199 and CB 246 from our study. The distances reported by Launhardt et al. (2010) were 140 pc, 160 pc, 100 pc and 140 pc respectively. We determined the distances to all the field stars of these clouds, but unfortunately no field stars have been found close to the distance reported in literature for above four clouds.
CB 17:
CB 17 is a small and slightly cometary-shaped globule which contains two prestellar cores and one cold IRAS point source (IRAS 04005+5647). This is located near Perseus and associated with the Lindblad ring. derived the distance of the cloud CB 17 via association in projected space and radial velocity with other Lindblad
Ring clouds which have a mean distance of ≈ 300 parsec from the Sun (Dame et al. 1987 ). pc that corresponds to star # 10 which is considered to be the distance of the cloud. The distance obtained from our study differs from the distance suggested by Launhardt et al.
(2010).
CB 24:
CB 24 is a small, round shaped globule that has no associated IRAS point source. derived the distance to this cloud by identifying M dwarfs lying both in front of and behind the cloud. The maximum distance to the CB 24 was determined to be 360 pc.
In Fig. 4 , the field stars in CB 24 is shown. The results obtained from this work are shown in Table- 
CB 188:
CB 188 is a small, roundish and opaque globule which is located toward Aquila at a distance of ≈ 300 pc and is associated with the Lindblad ring . The dense core of CB 188 is associated with a cold IRAS point source (19179+1129).
The field stars in CB 188 cloud are shown in Fig. 6 . The extinction and distance obtained from this study are shown in Table- 4. The distance versus extinction plot is shown in Fig.   7 . It can be seen that star # 5 shows sudden rise of extinction at d = 262 ± 49 pc. This is close to the distance suggested by . 
CB 224:
CB 224 is a small, roundish globule located in the northern Cygnus region. The distance of this cloud was suggested by Launhardt et al. (2010) to be ≈ 400 parsec from the work of . The core of this cloud contains two millimeter sources. The field stars in the vicinity of the cloud CB 224 are shown in Fig. 8 . The A V versus d plot is shown in Fig. 9 which is based on results obtained from this work displayed in Table-5 . We notice from Fig. 9 that the star # 8 (A V < 0.5) with a distance of 228 pc could not be a distance indicator as three zero extincted stars could be seen in the Field-3 between 228 pc and 280 pc. It is also seen that sudden rise in the extinction is noticed for star #1 at d = 378 pc which is the distance to the cloud. This distance is comparable with the distance suggested by Launhardt et al. (2010) which is 400 pc.
CB 230:
CB 230 is a small, slightly cometary shaped globule located in the Cepheus Flare region whose distance was suggested by Launhardt et al. (2010) to be ≈ 400 ± 100 parsec from the result of Wolf et al. (2003 Kun et al. (2009) determined the distance to this aggregate to be 390 pc by the assumption that BD +68
• 1118 is a member and lies on the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS).
They also noticed that star BD +67
• 1300 (VDB 141) closed to CB 230 may provide another distance estimate. The distance to this star is estimated to be ≈ 370 pc.
This cloud contains a dense core that is associated with two NIR reflection nebulae.
The field stars in the vicinity of CB 230 are shown in Fig. 10 . The extinction and distance obtained from this work are shown in Table-6 and plotted in Fig. 11 . There is no stars found in Field-3. It can be seen from figure that star #3 shows sudden rise of extinction which is situated at a distance of 293 ± 54 pc. The distance determined from this study differs from the result suggested by Launhardt et al. (2010) and Kun et al. (2009) . Actually the line of sight to CB 230 may contain more than one cloud layers ), the obtained result is a lower limit for the distance of this globule. It is also important to mention that the distance analysis for this cloud is restricted to only ten field stars.
CB 240:
This cloud is a small, roundish globule with a diffuse tail whose dense core is associated with an IRAS point source (22317+5816) (Huard et al. 1999) . Huard et al. (1999) did not find any evidence for compact and embedded sources, but they noticed faint, extended emission from the surrounding dark cloud core. Since CB 240 is not associated with any known molecular cloud structure, assigned the average distance of this cloud to be 500 pc, which is rather uncertain. We did not find the real distance of this cloud from literature survey. Thus the distance determination of CB 240 using NIR photometry will be the first such attempt.
The 55 field stars in CB 240 cloud is shown in Fig. 12 . The extinction and distance determined for field stars using Maheswar's technique is shown in Table-7 . We also plotted distance versus extinction plot for all the field stars and is shown in Fig. 13 . The star # 28
shows a sudden rise in extinction at a distance of 429 ± 79 pc which is the distance indicator of the cloud. The distance derived in this paper is the first real distance determination of CB 240. 
SUMMARY
The distances to six selected clouds CB 17, CB 24, CB 188, CB 224, CB 230 and CB 240 are estimated to be 478 ± 88, 293 ± 54, 262 ± 49, 378 ± 70, 293 ± 54 and 429 ± 79 parsec respectively. It is to be noted that the distances of clouds CB 24 and CB 230 are same. The typical error in determination of distances to clouds are found to be ∼ 18%. The distances obtained from this study and reported by other investigators are compiled in Table- 8. The distances to four clouds CB 17, CB 188, CB 224 and CB 230 reported in literature were indirectly derived with a method which associates the clouds with larger molecular clouds or stars. However, direct estimation of distance to CB 24 was made by by identifying M dwarfs lying both in front of and behind the cloud. CB 240 is not associated with any known molecular cloud structure, the average distance of this cloud was assumed to be 500 pc by , which is rather uncertain. We found that the distances of clouds CB 24, CB 188 and CB 224 are almost comparable with literature. Since the line of sight to CB 230 may contain more than one cloud layers, the result obtained from this analysis is a lower limit for the distance of this globule. Further, the distance estimated for CB 240 in the present work is the first real distance determination of this cloud. It has been already shown by Maheswar et al. (2010 Maheswar et al. ( , 2011 that this technique revealed the distances accurately for several globules, because the distance obtained from this study is related with field stars in the vicinity of the cloud. But it is also important to mention that the present analysis is restricted to a limited number of data points (especially for clouds CB 188, CB 224 and CB 230).
